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how WEP works
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WEP encapsulation summary
! A master key shared between the end points 
! Encryption Algorithm = RC4
! Per-packet encryption key = 24-bit IV concatenated to a 

master key
! WEP allows IV to be reused with any frame
! Data integrity provided by CRC-32 of the plaintext data 

(the “ICV”)
! Data and ICV are encrypted under the per-packet 

encryption key
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symmetric key cipher
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"Brute-force
"Try all possible combinations (40-bit key)

"Less than a month on a single computer
"Passphrase generated keys lessen the effort

"Keys connected to actual meaningful words

Solution: 104-bit WEP defends against attack

History of WEP Attacks
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"Keystream Re-use
"Known cleartext then keystream recovered

ciphertext xor cleartext # keystream
" “shared key authentication”

"AP sends cleartext challenge “encrypt this…”
"Peer sends encrypted version back to AP
"Snooping attacker now has keystream for IV

!802.11 standard says “don’t reuse keystream for IV”
"However, attacker can now transmit indefinitely

Solution: SSID cloaking & MAC address filters

History of WEP Attacks
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"Weak IV Attacks
" Key could be calculated (based on RC4 properties)
" Takes approx. 1,000,000 packets
" Major threat – automated tool (anyone can hack)

Solution: NIC hardware filters weak IVs
� - could now take days
� - Problem: fewer keystreams (< 224 keystreams)

A single legacy host (without filter) can compromise 
network

History of WEP Attacks
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new attacks
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known plaintext in packets

LLC/SNAP header contained in practically all 802.11 data 
frames

•first 8 bytes of keystream can be calculated (clear text XOR 
cipher text)
•possible to send 8 bytes of encrypted payload
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Figure 2. LLC/SNAP header contained in
practically all 802.11 data frames.

must not be used and patches to it will not solve the core
issues. Furthermore, we hope this paper serves as a case
study as to what happens in practice when things go wrong.
Even though attacks only seemed theoretical back in 2000,
serious action had to be taken immediately. Until today, ad-
vances have been made in breaking WEP but there has not
been such a push in trying to eliminate it completely.

2. The Attack

In the next sections, we describe a series of attacks which
may be used to transmit and decrypt data on a WEP net-
work. In general, transmission is simple and the complexity
of decryption is what distinguishes attacks.

We begin by presenting a further design flaw in WEP—
layer 2 fragmentation. We illustrate how it may be used on
its own in order to compromise a network. Following this,
we discuss how fragmentation can interplay with other at-
tacks. We group attacks into two classes: those that fully
compromise a network without recovering the WEP key,
and those that recover the key.

2.1. Known Plain-text in Packets

Our fragmentation attack requires knowledge of a small
portion of keystream. After that, transmission of arbi-
trary data may occur. Many keystream based attacks were
thought impractical because they required plain-text knowl-
edge. Our attack will have a different fate since such knowl-
edge can be as minimal as a couple of bytes, which turn out
to be readily available.

The initial portion of 802.11 packets is virtually con-
stant. A packet commences with an LLC header followed
by SNAP as shown in Figure 2. These two headers occupy
the first eight bytes of a packet. The only “unknown” field is
the ethertype which occurs at the end of the SNAP header.
The ethertype will normally be either ARP or IP. ARP pack-
ets are easily distinguished by their fixed size of 36 bytes
and are usually destined to a broadcast address. Some hard-
ware pads short packets to a minimum length, making ARP
packets longer. By inspecting the MAC address prefix of
the AP, one can determine the hardware being used [16] and
may judge whether or not short packets are being padded.
Since we can differentiate between IP and ARP based on

}Data
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Figure 3. Transmitting a single logical packet
in multiple 802.11 fragments.

the length of the packet, we assume that for each packet at
least the first eight bytes of plain-text is known.1

By intercepting a packet and knowing the first eight
bytes of plain-text, eight bytes of keystream may be cal-
culated by performing clear-text ⊕ cipher-text. By using
this keystream, it is now possible to send eight bytes of en-
crypted payload. The payload will be composed of four
bytes of data followed by its CRC32. Nothing practical can
be achieved by sending four data bytes since the LLC/SNAP
header alone requires eight bytes. Therefore, this result was
never considered to be an issue.

2.2. Fragmentation in 802.11

Little scrutiny has been done on how WEP interacts with
the rest of the 802.11 protocol. Most of the past attacks
focused solely on WEP’s weak cryptographic properties.
However, it is exactly in this interaction that WEP’s largest
flaw emerged—802.11 may be used against WEP.

The 802.11 standard specifies fragmentation at the MAC
layer and each fragment is encrypted independently. It is
possible to send multiple 802.11 fragments (up to a max-
imum of 16) each using the same keystream. By sending
payloads in eight byte fragments, it is possible to inject
4×16 = 64 bytes of data (each payload requires a CRC32).

Therefore, after snooping one data packet, the attacker is
able to recover at least eight bytes of keystream. By using
802.11 fragmentation, the attacker may immediately trans-
mit up to 64 bytes of arbitrary data. Figure 3 illustrates
802.11 fragmentation.

The 802.11i standard motivates the TKIP MIC by noting
that WEP was vulnerable to “Fragmentation attacks” [19].
We still wonder what exactly they referred to, and whether
they knew about this attack. All we know is that we in-
formed CERT about this issue back in 2003, although we
were never properly followed up.

1In reality much more is known. For example, ARP packets contain
plenty of known information, especially because MAC addresses are clear-
text in the 802.11 header.

Proceedings of the 2006 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (S&P’06) 
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fragmentation in 802.11

transmitting single packet in multiple frames
•send up to 16 802.11 fragments, each using the same 
keystream
•inject 4x16 = 64 bytes of data
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Figure 2. LLC/SNAP header contained in
practically all 802.11 data frames.

must not be used and patches to it will not solve the core
issues. Furthermore, we hope this paper serves as a case
study as to what happens in practice when things go wrong.
Even though attacks only seemed theoretical back in 2000,
serious action had to be taken immediately. Until today, ad-
vances have been made in breaking WEP but there has not
been such a push in trying to eliminate it completely.

2. The Attack

In the next sections, we describe a series of attacks which
may be used to transmit and decrypt data on a WEP net-
work. In general, transmission is simple and the complexity
of decryption is what distinguishes attacks.

We begin by presenting a further design flaw in WEP—
layer 2 fragmentation. We illustrate how it may be used on
its own in order to compromise a network. Following this,
we discuss how fragmentation can interplay with other at-
tacks. We group attacks into two classes: those that fully
compromise a network without recovering the WEP key,
and those that recover the key.

2.1. Known Plain-text in Packets

Our fragmentation attack requires knowledge of a small
portion of keystream. After that, transmission of arbi-
trary data may occur. Many keystream based attacks were
thought impractical because they required plain-text knowl-
edge. Our attack will have a different fate since such knowl-
edge can be as minimal as a couple of bytes, which turn out
to be readily available.

The initial portion of 802.11 packets is virtually con-
stant. A packet commences with an LLC header followed
by SNAP as shown in Figure 2. These two headers occupy
the first eight bytes of a packet. The only “unknown” field is
the ethertype which occurs at the end of the SNAP header.
The ethertype will normally be either ARP or IP. ARP pack-
ets are easily distinguished by their fixed size of 36 bytes
and are usually destined to a broadcast address. Some hard-
ware pads short packets to a minimum length, making ARP
packets longer. By inspecting the MAC address prefix of
the AP, one can determine the hardware being used [16] and
may judge whether or not short packets are being padded.
Since we can differentiate between IP and ARP based on
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the length of the packet, we assume that for each packet at
least the first eight bytes of plain-text is known.1

By intercepting a packet and knowing the first eight
bytes of plain-text, eight bytes of keystream may be cal-
culated by performing clear-text ⊕ cipher-text. By using
this keystream, it is now possible to send eight bytes of en-
crypted payload. The payload will be composed of four
bytes of data followed by its CRC32. Nothing practical can
be achieved by sending four data bytes since the LLC/SNAP
header alone requires eight bytes. Therefore, this result was
never considered to be an issue.

2.2. Fragmentation in 802.11

Little scrutiny has been done on how WEP interacts with
the rest of the 802.11 protocol. Most of the past attacks
focused solely on WEP’s weak cryptographic properties.
However, it is exactly in this interaction that WEP’s largest
flaw emerged—802.11 may be used against WEP.

The 802.11 standard specifies fragmentation at the MAC
layer and each fragment is encrypted independently. It is
possible to send multiple 802.11 fragments (up to a max-
imum of 16) each using the same keystream. By sending
payloads in eight byte fragments, it is possible to inject
4×16 = 64 bytes of data (each payload requires a CRC32).

Therefore, after snooping one data packet, the attacker is
able to recover at least eight bytes of keystream. By using
802.11 fragmentation, the attacker may immediately trans-
mit up to 64 bytes of arbitrary data. Figure 3 illustrates
802.11 fragmentation.

The 802.11i standard motivates the TKIP MIC by noting
that WEP was vulnerable to “Fragmentation attacks” [19].
We still wonder what exactly they referred to, and whether
they knew about this attack. All we know is that we in-
formed CERT about this issue back in 2003, although we
were never properly followed up.

1In reality much more is known. For example, ARP packets contain
plenty of known information, especially because MAC addresses are clear-
text in the 802.11 header.
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Pure Fragmentation Attack
"Transmission
Steps

1. eavesdrop one packet – get 8 bytes
2. send data up to 64 bytes
� � use IP fragmentation to send larger payloads

                                             Datagram                                           

       IP fragment – 64 bytes        

802.11 frag
4 bytes

802.11 frag
4 bytes

802.11 frag
4 bytes

802.11 frag
4 bytes
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Pure Fragmentation Attack
"Decryption (Forwarding to the Internet)
Steps

1. capture packet to decrypt
2. prepend additional IP header & forward to AP
3. AP assembles into single packet & decrypts
4. AP sends cleartext packet to destination host
5. Attacker recovers packet from controlled host

Wait, it’s not quite that easy…
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Pure Fragmentation Attack
Why is it not quite that easy?
"Problem 1: Need Router’s MAC address and proper source 

address for network…to send.

"Problem 2: How about packets which meet the MTU limit?

Using the AP to 
decrypt & send along

2.3. Pure Fragmentation Attack

We now analyze how the fragmentation technique may
be used alone in attacking WEP networks connected to the
Internet. Broadly speaking, an attacker desires two things:
to be able to transmit and decrypt data. Fragmentation per-
mits both.

Transmission is trivial and does not require Internet con-
nectivity. The attacker needs to eavesdrop one data packet
and recover eight bytes of keystream. This is easily accom-
plished since the first eight bytes of clear-text are known
and the cipher-text has been intercepted. After that, the at-
tacker may use 802.11 fragmentation for transmitting data
of up to 64 bytes. IP fragmentation may be used on top for
sending larger packets.

Traffic may also be decrypted in real-time using 802.11
fragmentation, provided that the 802.11 network is con-
nected to the Internet. To do this, an attacker can use the
AP to decrypt. Suppose that the attacker has eavesdropped
an encrypted packet x and wishes to decrypt it. Clearly the
AP knows the encryption key, and if the attacker replayed
the packet, the AP would decrypt it. By itself, this would
not be useful, as the replayed packet would simply be for-
warded to its original destination. However, the attacker can
use fragmentation to simply prepend an additional IP header
to the front of the eavesdropped packet. With 802.11, only
the data portion is encrypted, and there is no sanity check in
order to ensure that what was originally a complete payload
cannot be replayed as a fragment. Upon reception, the AP
will decrypt both the new header and the original packet x,
and reassemble them into a single packet. If the new header
contains an Internet address, the AP will send the packet
there in clear-text (WEP protects only the wireless link). If
the attacker controls the Internet host the packet was sent to,
he can recover the clear-text of x.

This may be accomplished by constructing an IP header
in four byte fragments using the recovered eight bytes of a
keystream, followed by a further larger fragment containing
the entire unmodified encrypted payload x. The AP will
decrypt, de-fragment, and send off the data to the Internet
in the clear. Figure 4 illustrates this process, although for
clarity, only one fragment is drawn for the IP header. In
the following sections, we will address some of the details
regarding the decryption strategy of this attack.

2.3.1. Forwarding to the Internet

To transmit to an Internet host, two pieces of information
are required: the router’s MAC address and a source IP ad-
dress. Obtaining the router’s MAC address is not difficult,
especially since the 802.11 header which contains MAC ad-
dresses is always in clear-text. Often, the AP itself will act
as a router and its MAC address may be obtained from the

}IV
x

}Data
5138 3770

Encrypted
payload.

y IP Header x 5138 3770
IP header &
payload frags.

IP Header seib ello
De-crypt, reassemble
& send to Internet.

Figure 4. Decryption by using the AP to re-
send data in clear-text to the Internet.

802.11 header in its Beacon frames. Another possibility is
determining which MAC address seems the most popular
and infer it being an Internet gateway.

Depending on the network configuration, a correct
source IP address may not be needed for transmission.
Some public IP networks allow IP spoofing, and many
NATs translate all packets they route, regardless of their
source address. In Section 2.4.2, we present other tech-
niques for obtaining the router’s MAC address and a source
IP address.

2.3.2. Redirecting MTU Packets

Decrypting data by prepending an IP header will not work
for packets which will exceed the Maximum Transmission
Unit (MTU) size. Only packets no longer than 28 bytes less
than the MTU may be re-sent, since at least 20 bytes are
required for prepending the IP header, and the decrypted
payload will include the LLC/SNAP header. In practice,
this is not a limitation. Firstly, attackers will want to decrypt
authentication data, which is normally transmitted in short
packets (e.g. POP3 credentials). Secondly, many APs act as
routers and will IP fragment the larger than MTU payload
when forwarding it. For completeness though, we discuss
techniques which may be used to re-direct even MTU-sized
packets.

Bit-flip destination address. The first technique is to bit-
flip the destination IP address in the original payload
directly. The problem is knowing the original desti-
nation and IP checksum. For TCP flows, the attacker
could intercept the SYN (≈ 40 bytes) and redirect it to
the Internet using our technique. If the attacker has an
out-of-band reverse channel, such as GPRS, then the
original IP addresses are now known. The techniques
presented by Borisov et al. may then be used to bit-flip
the destination address of future packets [8].

It is also possible to receive this information back
using covert signaling from the attacker’s Internet
“buddy” host. Although the attacker does not know the
contents of the now-encrypted incoming messages, he

Proceedings of the 2006 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (S&P’06) 
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Pure Fragmentation Attack
Problem 1: Need Router’s MAC address and proper source address 

for network…to send.
"Need MAC address of router

"Often AP is router (look for beacon frames)
"Most popular MAC used

"Need correct source IP
" In some networks this is not needed
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Pure Fragmentation Attack
Problem 2: How about packets which meet the MTU limit?
"MTU packets (if packet > MTU-28 bytes then trouble)

"Techniques
" Bit-flip destination address
" Chop-chop
" Spoof ICMP  “packet too big” message

Pure Fragmentation requires access to internet controlled 
host – not possible with private network

Solution: Keystream Based Attacks
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summary of new attacks so far
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Figure 2. LLC/SNAP header contained in
practically all 802.11 data frames.

must not be used and patches to it will not solve the core
issues. Furthermore, we hope this paper serves as a case
study as to what happens in practice when things go wrong.
Even though attacks only seemed theoretical back in 2000,
serious action had to be taken immediately. Until today, ad-
vances have been made in breaking WEP but there has not
been such a push in trying to eliminate it completely.

2. The Attack

In the next sections, we describe a series of attacks which
may be used to transmit and decrypt data on a WEP net-
work. In general, transmission is simple and the complexity
of decryption is what distinguishes attacks.

We begin by presenting a further design flaw in WEP—
layer 2 fragmentation. We illustrate how it may be used on
its own in order to compromise a network. Following this,
we discuss how fragmentation can interplay with other at-
tacks. We group attacks into two classes: those that fully
compromise a network without recovering the WEP key,
and those that recover the key.

2.1. Known Plain-text in Packets

Our fragmentation attack requires knowledge of a small
portion of keystream. After that, transmission of arbi-
trary data may occur. Many keystream based attacks were
thought impractical because they required plain-text knowl-
edge. Our attack will have a different fate since such knowl-
edge can be as minimal as a couple of bytes, which turn out
to be readily available.

The initial portion of 802.11 packets is virtually con-
stant. A packet commences with an LLC header followed
by SNAP as shown in Figure 2. These two headers occupy
the first eight bytes of a packet. The only “unknown” field is
the ethertype which occurs at the end of the SNAP header.
The ethertype will normally be either ARP or IP. ARP pack-
ets are easily distinguished by their fixed size of 36 bytes
and are usually destined to a broadcast address. Some hard-
ware pads short packets to a minimum length, making ARP
packets longer. By inspecting the MAC address prefix of
the AP, one can determine the hardware being used [16] and
may judge whether or not short packets are being padded.
Since we can differentiate between IP and ARP based on
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Figure 3. Transmitting a single logical packet
in multiple 802.11 fragments.

the length of the packet, we assume that for each packet at
least the first eight bytes of plain-text is known.1

By intercepting a packet and knowing the first eight
bytes of plain-text, eight bytes of keystream may be cal-
culated by performing clear-text ⊕ cipher-text. By using
this keystream, it is now possible to send eight bytes of en-
crypted payload. The payload will be composed of four
bytes of data followed by its CRC32. Nothing practical can
be achieved by sending four data bytes since the LLC/SNAP
header alone requires eight bytes. Therefore, this result was
never considered to be an issue.

2.2. Fragmentation in 802.11

Little scrutiny has been done on how WEP interacts with
the rest of the 802.11 protocol. Most of the past attacks
focused solely on WEP’s weak cryptographic properties.
However, it is exactly in this interaction that WEP’s largest
flaw emerged—802.11 may be used against WEP.

The 802.11 standard specifies fragmentation at the MAC
layer and each fragment is encrypted independently. It is
possible to send multiple 802.11 fragments (up to a max-
imum of 16) each using the same keystream. By sending
payloads in eight byte fragments, it is possible to inject
4×16 = 64 bytes of data (each payload requires a CRC32).

Therefore, after snooping one data packet, the attacker is
able to recover at least eight bytes of keystream. By using
802.11 fragmentation, the attacker may immediately trans-
mit up to 64 bytes of arbitrary data. Figure 3 illustrates
802.11 fragmentation.

The 802.11i standard motivates the TKIP MIC by noting
that WEP was vulnerable to “Fragmentation attacks” [19].
We still wonder what exactly they referred to, and whether
they knew about this attack. All we know is that we in-
formed CERT about this issue back in 2003, although we
were never properly followed up.

1In reality much more is known. For example, ARP packets contain
plenty of known information, especially because MAC addresses are clear-
text in the 802.11 header.
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2.3. Pure Fragmentation Attack

We now analyze how the fragmentation technique may
be used alone in attacking WEP networks connected to the
Internet. Broadly speaking, an attacker desires two things:
to be able to transmit and decrypt data. Fragmentation per-
mits both.

Transmission is trivial and does not require Internet con-
nectivity. The attacker needs to eavesdrop one data packet
and recover eight bytes of keystream. This is easily accom-
plished since the first eight bytes of clear-text are known
and the cipher-text has been intercepted. After that, the at-
tacker may use 802.11 fragmentation for transmitting data
of up to 64 bytes. IP fragmentation may be used on top for
sending larger packets.

Traffic may also be decrypted in real-time using 802.11
fragmentation, provided that the 802.11 network is con-
nected to the Internet. To do this, an attacker can use the
AP to decrypt. Suppose that the attacker has eavesdropped
an encrypted packet x and wishes to decrypt it. Clearly the
AP knows the encryption key, and if the attacker replayed
the packet, the AP would decrypt it. By itself, this would
not be useful, as the replayed packet would simply be for-
warded to its original destination. However, the attacker can
use fragmentation to simply prepend an additional IP header
to the front of the eavesdropped packet. With 802.11, only
the data portion is encrypted, and there is no sanity check in
order to ensure that what was originally a complete payload
cannot be replayed as a fragment. Upon reception, the AP
will decrypt both the new header and the original packet x,
and reassemble them into a single packet. If the new header
contains an Internet address, the AP will send the packet
there in clear-text (WEP protects only the wireless link). If
the attacker controls the Internet host the packet was sent to,
he can recover the clear-text of x.

This may be accomplished by constructing an IP header
in four byte fragments using the recovered eight bytes of a
keystream, followed by a further larger fragment containing
the entire unmodified encrypted payload x. The AP will
decrypt, de-fragment, and send off the data to the Internet
in the clear. Figure 4 illustrates this process, although for
clarity, only one fragment is drawn for the IP header. In
the following sections, we will address some of the details
regarding the decryption strategy of this attack.

2.3.1. Forwarding to the Internet

To transmit to an Internet host, two pieces of information
are required: the router’s MAC address and a source IP ad-
dress. Obtaining the router’s MAC address is not difficult,
especially since the 802.11 header which contains MAC ad-
dresses is always in clear-text. Often, the AP itself will act
as a router and its MAC address may be obtained from the
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Figure 4. Decryption by using the AP to re-
send data in clear-text to the Internet.

802.11 header in its Beacon frames. Another possibility is
determining which MAC address seems the most popular
and infer it being an Internet gateway.

Depending on the network configuration, a correct
source IP address may not be needed for transmission.
Some public IP networks allow IP spoofing, and many
NATs translate all packets they route, regardless of their
source address. In Section 2.4.2, we present other tech-
niques for obtaining the router’s MAC address and a source
IP address.

2.3.2. Redirecting MTU Packets

Decrypting data by prepending an IP header will not work
for packets which will exceed the Maximum Transmission
Unit (MTU) size. Only packets no longer than 28 bytes less
than the MTU may be re-sent, since at least 20 bytes are
required for prepending the IP header, and the decrypted
payload will include the LLC/SNAP header. In practice,
this is not a limitation. Firstly, attackers will want to decrypt
authentication data, which is normally transmitted in short
packets (e.g. POP3 credentials). Secondly, many APs act as
routers and will IP fragment the larger than MTU payload
when forwarding it. For completeness though, we discuss
techniques which may be used to re-direct even MTU-sized
packets.

Bit-flip destination address. The first technique is to bit-
flip the destination IP address in the original payload
directly. The problem is knowing the original desti-
nation and IP checksum. For TCP flows, the attacker
could intercept the SYN (≈ 40 bytes) and redirect it to
the Internet using our technique. If the attacker has an
out-of-band reverse channel, such as GPRS, then the
original IP addresses are now known. The techniques
presented by Borisov et al. may then be used to bit-flip
the destination address of future packets [8].

It is also possible to receive this information back
using covert signaling from the attacker’s Internet
“buddy” host. Although the attacker does not know the
contents of the now-encrypted incoming messages, he
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Keystream Attacks

1. Discover all possible keystreams (Dictionary attacks) - 
however the result is one long list of keystreams

2. Discover one specific keystream

Remember: if keystream known & packet snooped with 
corresponding IV then plaintext is now known.

ATTACKER’s GOALS
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Keystream Attacks
" Discovering Keystreams

Steps
1. Acquire ability to send data (discussed earlier)

2. Send large broadcast frame in small fragments
3. AP will reassemble it and relay as large frame
4. Attacker listens & obtains keystream for the new IV chosen by 

the AP
5. Attacker does plaintext XOR to get new keystream for IV
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Discovering Keystreams

34 fragments # 1500 bytes of keystream
16 frags (4 bytes/frag) # 64 bytes of keystream
16 frags (64 bytes/frag) # 1024 bytes
2 frags (1024 bytes/frag & 476 bytes/frag) # 1500 bytes

Encrypted frags.

IV }

x

Data}

2911

CRC}

8305 x 1337 6667

De-crypt & reassemble.
Calculate entire CRC.

abcd efgh
⊕

1234

Keystream for IV y. 3141 5926 5358
=

Relayed payload. 2718 2818 2845y

Figure 5. Discovering a keystream by causing
the AP to relay broadcasts.

If 64 bytes of data were sent in 4-byte fragments, the AP
will relay a single 68 byte payload (4 bytes for the CRC32).
The attacker can now send 64 bytes in each of 16 fragments,
resulting in a 1028 byte relayed frame. Therefore, by send-
ing a total of 34 fragments, 1500 bytes of keystream are
recovered. Fragmentation therefore enables an attacker to
discover a 1500 byte keystream almost immediately, after
having eavesdropped a single data packet.

To recover other keystreams, the attacker can now send
1500 bytes (without needing fragmentation) and snoop the
relayed version from the AP, which will most likely use a
different IV. By sending ≈ 224 (16M) packets, a complete
IV dictionary may be built. In practice, stations initialize
their IV to zero and increment it by one for each packet
sent. Therefore, if stations remain on a network for a limited
amount of time, possessing a small number of keystreams
may enable decryption of their traffic.

2.4.2. Discovering a Specific Keystream

When building the IV dictionary via broadcasts, a new
keystream is recovered each time (since the AP chooses its
next IV when relaying). At times, it is necessary to decrypt
a specific packet. Doing so requires knowledge of a partic-
ular keystream which may not yet have been recovered.

One decryption mechanism is Chop-Chop [22] which
discovers the keystream of a packet back to front. Our ap-
proach is similar but works front to back.3 We find it more
useful, especially when seeking for data in the initial por-
tion of the payload.

The technique proceeds as follows. Suppose that an
encrypted payload which uses an unknown keystream has
been eavesdropped and needs to be decrypted. The initial
eight bytes of its keystream may be recovered, since their
plain-text is generally known (as previously described).
Therefore, a broadcast packet with eight bytes of payload

3We discovered this mechanism while implementing the fragmentation
attack. We later found out that it is very similar, if not the same, to the
attack described in [1].

Send to AP
01:00:5E:00:00:00

}Dst. MAC addr. in
802.11 header. }Keystream used to

encrypt payload.

12345678 00{

Known
Guess

01:00:5E:00:00:01 12345678 01

..
.

01:00:5E:00:00:FF 12345678 FF

AP relays valid
01:00:5E:00:00:7F 80211666 97

}Encrypted payload

{

Correct guess:
next keystream byte.

Figure 6. Expanding a specific keystream in
a linear amount of time.

which uses that keystream may be sent. The AP will relay
it since the packet is valid. One can guess the next byte of
the keystream and send a longer broadcast packet by using
the extended keystream. If the guess is correct, the AP will
relay it. After at most 256 guesses, the AP will relay one
of them. Therefore, one can determine the next keystream
byte and proceed by recovering the byte following that. Af-
ter the whole keystream has been recovered, the plain-text
of the eavesdropped packet may be revealed with a XOR
operation between the cipher-text and the newly discovered
keystream.

Instead of using a timer to determine whether or not the
AP relayed the current guess, one can exploit the fact that
MAC addresses are in the clear in the 802.11 header. All
256 guesses for the next keystream byte may be sent “in
parallel” to 256 different multicast addresses. The AP will
relay only one and the attacker can read off the correct guess
from the multicast MAC address. Therefore, after sending
at most 256× 1488 = 380, 928 packets, an arbitrary packet
may be decrypted. If the packet to decrypt is short, less
traffic needs to be generated because less keystream needs
to be recovered. Also, if a timer implementation (or hybrid)
is used, half this number of packets will be required on av-
erage. This process is illustrated in Figure 6.

The main use we found for decrypting specific packets
is for determining a source IP address in the network. ARP
packets are a particularly good candidate. Their header is
shown in Figure 7. The type field is either a request or reply.
If the packet is a broadcast, then the type is a request, else
it is a reply. The first real unknown value is the source IP
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Discovering Keystreams
" To recover other keystreams – attacker sends 1500 

bytes (without fragmentation) and snoops the relayed 
version by AP (most likely using a different IV)

" By sending approx. 16M (224) packets a complete IV 
dictionary is built.
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Discovering a Specific Keystream:
Linear Keystream Expansion

" What happens if you need a specific keystream in 
order to decrypt a specific packet?

steps
1. recover keystream (8 bytes) via known plaintext
2. generate datagram of size 5 (8 – 3 bytes)
3. compute 4 byte CRC for payload (use only 3 bytes)
4. XOR with 8 byte pseudo-random stream
5. Append last byte (9th byte – guess)
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CRCData

5 bytes

xor keystream

encrypted data

Iterate through all 256 possibilities

IV802.11
Hdr

Discovering a Specific Keystream:
Linear Keystream Expansion
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steps (cont.)
6. send frame & wait for AP to broadcast
7. if no response from AP – try again with new last byte
    else
� we know that our last byte guess matches the last byte of the 

correct CRC (which we know) therefore we can calculate one 
more byte of the keystream.

next byte of keystream  = byte guessed xor last known byte of CRC 
� � �

Discovering a Specific Keystream:
Linear Keystream Expansion
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Keystream Attacks

Instead of Timing the AP:
Use multicast to do this –

All 256 guesses sent in 
parallel to 256 different
multicast addresses

When AP relays one
then simply read off the
correct guess from the
multicast address. 

Therefore after sending 380,928 packets (most often less) – an arbitrary packet may be 
decrypted

Well-known multicast addresses

Encrypted frags.

IV }
x

Data}
2911

CRC}
8305 x 1337 6667

De-crypt & reassemble.
Calculate entire CRC.

abcd efgh
⊕

1234

Keystream for IV y. 3141 5926 5358
=

Relayed payload. 2718 2818 2845y

Figure 5. Discovering a keystream by causing
the AP to relay broadcasts.

If 64 bytes of data were sent in 4-byte fragments, the AP
will relay a single 68 byte payload (4 bytes for the CRC32).
The attacker can now send 64 bytes in each of 16 fragments,
resulting in a 1028 byte relayed frame. Therefore, by send-
ing a total of 34 fragments, 1500 bytes of keystream are
recovered. Fragmentation therefore enables an attacker to
discover a 1500 byte keystream almost immediately, after
having eavesdropped a single data packet.

To recover other keystreams, the attacker can now send
1500 bytes (without needing fragmentation) and snoop the
relayed version from the AP, which will most likely use a
different IV. By sending ≈ 224 (16M) packets, a complete
IV dictionary may be built. In practice, stations initialize
their IV to zero and increment it by one for each packet
sent. Therefore, if stations remain on a network for a limited
amount of time, possessing a small number of keystreams
may enable decryption of their traffic.

2.4.2. Discovering a Specific Keystream

When building the IV dictionary via broadcasts, a new
keystream is recovered each time (since the AP chooses its
next IV when relaying). At times, it is necessary to decrypt
a specific packet. Doing so requires knowledge of a partic-
ular keystream which may not yet have been recovered.

One decryption mechanism is Chop-Chop [22] which
discovers the keystream of a packet back to front. Our ap-
proach is similar but works front to back.3 We find it more
useful, especially when seeking for data in the initial por-
tion of the payload.

The technique proceeds as follows. Suppose that an
encrypted payload which uses an unknown keystream has
been eavesdropped and needs to be decrypted. The initial
eight bytes of its keystream may be recovered, since their
plain-text is generally known (as previously described).
Therefore, a broadcast packet with eight bytes of payload

3We discovered this mechanism while implementing the fragmentation
attack. We later found out that it is very similar, if not the same, to the
attack described in [1].

Send to AP
01:00:5E:00:00:00

}Dst. MAC addr. in
802.11 header. }Keystream used to

encrypt payload.

12345678 00{

Known
Guess

01:00:5E:00:00:01 12345678 01

..
.

01:00:5E:00:00:FF 12345678 FF

AP relays valid
01:00:5E:00:00:7F 80211666 97

}Encrypted payload

{

Correct guess:
next keystream byte.

Figure 6. Expanding a specific keystream in
a linear amount of time.

which uses that keystream may be sent. The AP will relay
it since the packet is valid. One can guess the next byte of
the keystream and send a longer broadcast packet by using
the extended keystream. If the guess is correct, the AP will
relay it. After at most 256 guesses, the AP will relay one
of them. Therefore, one can determine the next keystream
byte and proceed by recovering the byte following that. Af-
ter the whole keystream has been recovered, the plain-text
of the eavesdropped packet may be revealed with a XOR
operation between the cipher-text and the newly discovered
keystream.

Instead of using a timer to determine whether or not the
AP relayed the current guess, one can exploit the fact that
MAC addresses are in the clear in the 802.11 header. All
256 guesses for the next keystream byte may be sent “in
parallel” to 256 different multicast addresses. The AP will
relay only one and the attacker can read off the correct guess
from the multicast MAC address. Therefore, after sending
at most 256× 1488 = 380, 928 packets, an arbitrary packet
may be decrypted. If the packet to decrypt is short, less
traffic needs to be generated because less keystream needs
to be recovered. Also, if a timer implementation (or hybrid)
is used, half this number of packets will be required on av-
erage. This process is illustrated in Figure 6.

The main use we found for decrypting specific packets
is for determining a source IP address in the network. ARP
packets are a particularly good candidate. Their header is
shown in Figure 7. The type field is either a request or reply.
If the packet is a broadcast, then the type is a request, else
it is a reply. The first real unknown value is the source IP
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summary of the new attacks
1.Eavesdrop a data packet 
2.Recover 8 bytes of keystream

• transmission of arbitrary data (up to 64 
bytes) is possible via 802.11 
fragmentation. 

3.Recover 1,500 bytes of 
keystream by sending large 
broadcasts in smaller 
fragments 
• At this point, transmission of ar- bitrary 

data (of any length) is possible even 
without 802.11 fragmentation. 

4.If an external communications 
channel is available
• re-send an eavesdropped data packet to a 

controlled Internet host by using 
fragmentation. 

• The AP will decrypt the packet which is 
then received by the remote host, and 
returned to the attacker.

5.Otherwise, obtain the 
network’s IP prefix by 
decrypting the IP address in a 
packet by using the linear 
keystream expansion 
technique.

6.Obtain the router’s MAC 
address. This is only neces- 
sary if communication with the 
Internet is required

7.Decrypt “interesting” data.
8.Generate traffic in the network.

1. Build an IV dictionary.
2. Perform the weak IV attack.
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Conclusion
Using Fragmentation:
"Takes less than a minute for an attacker to be able to 

send MTU-sized packets (and find out the IP address 
range of the network)

"About 15 minutes to recover 40-bit WEP keys
"About 60-120 minutes to recover 104-bit WEP keys

WEP is officially DEAD – fragmentation used in conjunction 
with these other attacks counters the  final 
countermeasure: frequent re-keying
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